Security Threat Assessment
Medical practices face risks far beyond malpractice alone. The growing threat from cybersecurity
breaches, for example, can cost practices millions of dollars and cause countless operational
challenges. On top of that, the increase in online activity—including telehealth—during the COVID-19
crisis only increases hackers’ potential for disruption.
That’s why—as part of our commitment to offering comprehensive risk management to our members—
Curi is offering its insured practices access to a new Security Threat Assessment. The assessment is
valued at $500 but is provided at no additional charge to Curi members, as a benefit of membership.
The assessment is provided by One Source, one of the security vendors Curi uses to keep our own cyber
infrastructure safe. One Source has provided fully managed, white-glove IT managed services to midsize
companies for 25 years, saving them on average 20%-30%. And working with an experienced, trusted
provider means we can better help you manage your network of external vendors.
One Source’s team of highly skilled security experts leverages best-in-class technology to evaluate your
practice’s cybersecurity policies, vulnerabilities, and protective measures in three steps:
1.
2.
3.

Discovery: Identify security vulnerabilities and evaluate your practice’s risk exposure
Consultation: Develop a plan to establish a secure network with minimal exposure, using
industry best practices and customized mitigation strategies
Tracking: Monitor the evolution of cybersecurity protective measures and policies through
ongoing assessments of your practice’s security progression

The link for the free assessment—as well as information about additional One Source offerings—
is https://ms.onesource.net/curi/. When prompted, enter the referral code CURI.
Information needed for the assessment is very basic, and the order process can be completed in less
than 10 minutes if you have the following information on hand before you complete the application.

o
o
o
o

Company name, address, phone, and email
Industry (“Healthcare”)
Public IP to be scanned
Contact information for assessment point of contact (name, phone number, and email)

Assessment reports will be emailed from One Source to you within five business days and will provide
documentation of the findings, detailed information on critical threats, and recommendations on how to
remediate or mitigate the vulnerabilities.
In addition, if you’re interested in purchasing additional products or resources from One Source, Curi
has negotiated a 15% discount off all products and services. If you have any questions about how to get
started or after you receive your assessment, please contact One Source’s dedicated Curi Account
Manager, David Knott, at dknott@ostcm.com.
Curi is pleased to provide you with complimentary access to this risk mitigation offering by One Source and we hope that you find it useful. However, we should remind you that though we
have found that the use of such tools/services may reduce the risks medical practices face, Curi cannot guarantee that using this or any other service/tool will prevent a claim against, or
security incident/breach involving, you or your practice. This offer is for an “initial external threat assessment” by One Source, and Curi is not responsible for its scope or results. Any
additional services/fees, including but not limited to internal threat assessments or email phishing tools, are not included in this offer but are available for purchase by your practice at a
special negotiated rate. Any dispute regarding or dissatisfaction with this offer and/or service(s) provided as a result of it must be resolved exclusively with One Source. If you have further
questions please feel free to contact our office. This current offer lasts through December 31, 2020, but may be extended by Curi.
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